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“I’m very enthusiastic about the floor, particularly regarding the benefit to the cows. It’s
obviously so comfortable to walk on for them. Detection of heat is also much clearer,
because the cows have more grip. And draining is excellent. We also only trim the cows’
hooves once a year as standard. If you see how the hooves have worn due to the
combination of concrete and rubber, then it says enough.”
Adrion van Beek, Breda, Netherlands
His cows have been walking on the ECO-Floor for the past 3 years

Hybrid concrete and Rubber Floor
50% Concrete & 50% Rubber Hybrid Walking Surface

Investing in the ECO-Floor is choosing for:

The

- A floor with outstanding durability thanks to the

ECO-Floor’s

basic

concept

is

the

exclusive

combination of concrete and rubber. The cows walk on a
half

concrete

and

half

rubber

combination

surface, guaranteeing sufficient wear on the hooves and

smart concept and exceptional materials
- High cattle activity levels thanks to the excellent

‘walkability’ factor

preventing issues with slipping on the slat. The surface is

- Cows with healthier hooves

even, and free of sharp edges. Clients mention the ECO-

- Maximum grip for you and your cows

Floor’s exceptional ‘walkability’, both for the farmer and

- Superb natural detection of heat

for the cows as the biggest advantage.

- Excellent technical results and increased earnings
- Easy manure management due to the slat model

Outstanding Manure Drainage

- Improved profit due to better wellbeing

The ECO-Floor surface is profiled, offering excellent
manure drainage.
protected

within

The rubber inserts are securely
the

concrete

product

allowing

surface scrapers to pass unobstructed and effectively
across the ECO-Floor.

Optimum ‘Walkability’
The hybrid concrete and rubber walking surface
ensures a high grip for cows.

The combination of

concrete and rubber is key to the high grip properties.
The two materials increase the anti-slip properties.

Improved Wellbeing - Increased Profit

A 50% rubber and 50% concrete hybrid slat is ideal

Clients have noticed an increase of their animals’
general wellbeing and a raised lifelong production.
German

research

institute

DLG

have

tested

the

ECO-Floor in practice and the results are clear. The ECOFloor has a significant, positive impact on the health of
your cows’ hooves which encourages their activity level.

Proven Low Emission Factor
The ECO-Floor has been fully tested and recently
received a definitive emission factor from the Dutch
government.

The ECO-Floor has

been officially

approved with an emission factor of 7.0 kg NH3 per cow
per

year.

In

Flanders,

the

PAS

emission reduction has been calculated at 43%.

legislation
Scientifically proven: The ECO-Floor improves hoof health
(DLG Signum Test)

Maximum Grip

Longer Cow Life

Healthier Hooves

Greater Cow Comfort

High Activity

Confidence in Walking

Used in over 700 Dairy Farms throughout Europe

Modular Construction
ECO CONCRETE FLOOR FOR 4,6, OR 10 TONNE AXLE LOADING:
As standard, the ECO-Floor is suitable for vehicles with
an axle load of up to 4 tonne.

As an option, axle

loading can be increased to 10 tonne for lengths of up
to 3m, and 6 tonne for lengths up to 4m. Openings
have been created in the ECO-Floor for fitting the
rubber inserts. The floor’s surface is profiled with the
edges deburred.

RUBBER INSERTS REINFORCED WITH GLASS FIBRE ELEMENTS:
The rubber inserts (40mm thick) have been especially
developed for the ECO-Floor.

Each insert has two

reinforcing glass fibre elements to absorb the horizontal
forces when walked or driven on. Only high quality
rubber is used, developed with cow shed conditions in
mind. The DLG report confirms its extreme durability.

THE ECO-FLOOR, FEWER PROBLEMS, BETTER RESULTS:
Dairy cattle should be as active as possible. The way the
cows can walk on the floor is crucial.

Cows exhibit

natural behaviour on the Eco-Floor and are more active
than on standard concrete slats.

There is increased

confidence in walking, which improves heat detection,
and general cow health.
A clean walkway is crucial. Thanks to the profiling in
both the concrete and the rubber, the improved
drainage creates a drier surface.

A clean walkway

means hygienic cubicles that require less maintenance.
Clean cubicles and a healthy cow are the best remedy
against mastitis.

Proven Success
In 2013, Wright Quarry Products installed their first ECOFloor in a large dairy farm in Northern Ireland. The herd of
over 200 cows - which are housed all year round, showed
immediate clear signs of feeding along the ECO-Floor
sections compared to the normal slatted feeding areas.
Although the ECO-Floor is a proven product throughout
Europe, the results from this local farm made for an easy
decision to launch the product nationwide.

Bucher Silvan from Luzern, Switzerland built a new
shed to accommodate 70 cows: “We went for the ECO
-Floor as we were enthusiastic about the combined
concrete and rubber flooring. Our cows took to their
new barn in September 2015. They sniffed around
for a bit, but were soon walking around freely
throughout the barn”

The Snels family, Minderhout, Germany expanded their
cow shed by 190 spaces in 2015:

“Our cows

noticeably walk faster and much more self-assuredly
from their beds than in the existing barn.

They are

also much more active on the ECO-Floor. The cows
really have to slow down when moving from the
ECO-Floor to the slat. Thanks to the combination of
concrete and rubber, grip is far better on the
ECO-Floor than on the concrete slats.”

At Gaec de l’Epinay from Guer, France, the 200 cows
have been walking on the Eco-Floor every day since
2013.

The cows are doing well, and Mr Piel is

extremely pleased with his choice.

WRIGHT ECO-FLOOR
A unique floor for dairy cattle consisting of a rounded profiled concrete surface with rubber inserts.
CE Manufactured according to EN12737, concrete strength class C45/55

Type 1.599.000 - ECO-Floor

Type 1.899.000 - ECO-Floor

Drive-on slat: 4,000 kg axle load
(wheel base 1.8m - wheel print 300x400mm)

Drive-on slat: 6,000 kg or 10,000 kg axle load
(wheel base 2m - wheel print 400x400mm)
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WEIGHT

LENGTH

WIDTH

HEIGHT

(mm)
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load-bearing: 4,000kg

WEIGHT

load-bearing: 10,000kg

2000

1150

180

686 kg

2000

1150

180

675 kg

2200

1150

180

781 kg

2200

1150

180

787 kg

2300

1150

180

844 kg

2300

1150

180

839 kg

2400

1150

180

882 kg

2400

1150

180

874 kg

2500

1150

180

865 kg

2500

1150

180

840 kg

2600

1150

180

909 kg

2600

1150

180

911 kg

2700

1150

180

956 kg

2700

1150

180

961 kg

3000

1150

180

1037 kg

3000

1150

180

1000 kg

3250

1150

180

1149 kg

3500

1150

180

1207 kg

3250

1150

180

1149 kg

3750

1150

180

1326 kg

3500

1150

180

1207 kg

4000

1150

180

1395 kg

3750

1150

180

1326 kg

4000

1150

180

1395 kg

The indicated weights include for rubber inserts

load-bearing: 6,000kg

The indicated weights include for rubber inserts
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